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introduction

• So, I’m going to start with a question

• Which uk universities have the best

undergraduate computer game

degrees?

• Feel free to shout some out…

• Ok, so There’s no actual data set

available for this, but anecdotalLy:



the answers are

– Abertay

– Coventry

– Derby

– Nottingham Trent

– Portsmouth

– Sheffield Hallam

– Staffordshire

– Teesside

• bolton, bournemouth, East London, lincoln, …

• Notice anything unUsual about these?



modern

• ALl the top computer game courses are 

run at “modern universities”

– Ie. former polytechnics and institutes

• Ucas lists 72 uk universities offering 

games courses in 2008

• Of these, only 8 were universities in 1992

– Aberystwyth, bradford, city, esSex, hull, 

newcastle, queens university belfast, ulster

• And ulster was formed by the 1984 merger of the 

new university of ulster and ulster polytechnic



Fires were started



Wishy washy

• If you look at the subjects these 8 

“OLD” universities offer, they’re not exactly 

whole-heartedly behind games:

– “computer graphics, vision and games”

– “interactive systems and video games design”

– “computer science with games technology”

– “computer science with games development”

– “computer science (games and virtual 

environments)”

• Only Essex, Queens university belfast and Ulster have 

straight computer game degrees



explanation

• So why is this?

– Why do post-1992 universities dominate

this area?

• Well, the reasons fall into two broad 

categories:

– Things modern universities do that help

THEIR CAUSE

– Things older universities do that DON’T

help THEIR CAUSE

• Let’s look at each of these more closely…



Modern pluses

• Modern universities:

– are willing to take risks

• The early adopters bet the farm on computer 

games and would have had deEp problems if the 

area hadn’t recruited undergraduates

– have modular course structures

• New awards can be cooked up from existing 

modules fairly easily

– Have few administrative hurdles

• Not multiple tiers of committees that meet 2 or 3 

times a year and pass their decisions up to higher-

tier committees that met just last wEek



Older minuses

• Older universities:

– Don’t regard computer games as 

academically respectable

• Maths > physics > electronics > computer science > 

artificial intelligence > computer games

– COMPUTER Games HAVE NO-ONE TO look down on…

– Can’t include computer games staff in their 

research assessment submissions

• No first class games-specific journals

– See no money in computer game research

• Because there is none!



consequences

• None of this would matter if it were 

without consequences

– However, there are consequences

• modern universities have a tradition of 

training

• Older universities have a tradition of 

research and education

• This difference is important



More eggs from your hens



difference

• Training: acquisition of skills and 

knowledge as a result of being taught

– Often focused for a particular vocation

• Education: acquisition of skills and 

knowledge as a result of learning

– aims for a more rounded, think-for-

yourself ideal.

• Difference between education and training 

was best summed up by Plutarch



training

• Vessel to be filled



education

• Fire to be kindled



problem

• Because the modern universities are doing 

their job, we’re getting plenty of 

trained people for the games industry

• Because the older universities aren’t

doing theirs, we’re getting tOo few 

educated people

• Industry isn’t helping, either

– If you want educated applicants, don’t 

create an entirely skiLl-oriented kitemark 

like the skiLlset one



research

• Education has to be research-led

– Training has to foLlow research, but at a 

more leisurely pace

• So, how much money is there available 

each year from the higher education 

funding agencies for researching 

computer games in the uk?

• Exact figure: £0



Games as…

• Now this may come as a surprise to 

some people

– Hasn’t the government been supporting 

serious games for a decade?

• Yes, but This isn’t games research, it’s 

games as education research

• We also see games as: AI, economics, 

psychology, sociology, therapy, training, …

• We see them as everything except 

games as games!



Remember this?

• March 2008



This led to…

• Next day



In fact…

• 40% of men swap gender while playing, but 

only 5% of women do

– And gender studies researchers looking at this 

in the late 1990s figured out why, too

• Both genders explain their actions in terms that 

protect their sexuality, but they lie

– Which we know because that 40% figure was true 

when MMORPGs were text-only

• Women consistently over-report how long 

they play mmorpgs

• Plus The size, selection and verification of the 

survey sucks



Sad

• The Modern universities are trying to step 
into the breech here, but they’re not equiPped

• We need research-oriented universities to 
study games

• As a university system, we're investing money in 
teaching people how to write games, but none 
whatsoever on considering what games 
actuaLly are!

• What makes a good game? What makes a good 
game design? What links the two? Why
are they linked? What theories can we 
construct that will improve both?



London can take it



Meanwhile, in THE 1940S

• During world war 2, the crown film unit

churned out over 300 films

– ALl of them were documentaries

• Generally, pretty good ones!

• The thing is, though, they were documentaries

• Although some were entertaining, they weren’t 

about entertainment

– They were about conveying information

• The government only funded serious films

– Entertainment was too low brow to merit any 

public funding



65 years later

• Games today, like films 65 years ago, 

need to be “serious” to attract funding

• Yet where is the british film industry as a 

result of our 1940s seriousness?

– Well, Our tv documentaries are often 

superb…

• Hollywood came and ate our lunch

• Where will the games industry be if the 

only public money available is for games-

as-anything-but-games?



Rant over

• None of this is of any interest to 
funding bodies or research departments

• It will be 20 years before today’s 
game-playing students become 
tomorrow’s game-playing profeSsors

– By then it will be too late

• Unless, just maybe, the future reality 
of the economics will outweigh
institutional distaste for popular 
forms of entertainment?

• I can but hope..!


